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10. Mose - Malone said that if Kevin Garnett led in recent years high school players union trend, then Mose Malone can be said to be
the first to pioneer the mainstream value public recognition of high school students. See Moses had to create those great
achievements: his score and the total number of total rebounds disaggregated NBA/ABA history of the sixth and the four, the honor
room displays three league MVP trophy and a Finals MVP trophy. At the age of 19 to battle League talent that Malone has enough to
defy all confidence, in before the start of the most brilliant of the 1982-83 season playoffs he will be released in case of enemy swept
to win the prophecy, and eventually 76 people also with 12 wins and 1 negative appalling record pick the championship trophy. 9.
Charles - Barkley < p > many people believe that the Buckley's actual height only 193 cm, but this will not hinder he let many inside
vanquish the domineering. You should know that Barclay has a butt in the history of the most Shuozhuang, which makes him in like a
bulldozer back singles almost stand in an invincible position, plus and weight does not match the perfect explosive force, career 16
years the field output completely reached 22.1 points and 11.7 rebounds and 3.9 assists 1.5 blocks. 1993 summer Buckley from
Philadelphia moved to Phoenix, hardware complement the sun as if overnight has reached the finals, this leap less not Sir Charles
MVP level of absolute leadership. 8. Dwight - Howard < p > Howard did not disgrace "in the history of the last high school student
foremost person in the field" of the name, he has played a high school player tag type of potential and talent, and from a career in the
second year of his single season total rebounds and dominated the League four years old. Howard is only 23 years old, but he has
been writing for too many legendary moments, including the dunk contest Superman winning, last season, including buckle and
collapse of the natural divine power the timer and Howard's achievement has in the finals began to be staged, in with the Lakers in
Game 4 of the battle, God beast the audience with the 16 points and 21 rebounds, 9 assists and 2 blocks, which is enough to
become a predicted future transcripts. 7. Russell Bill < p > field of Russell is almost perfect, perhaps some people criticized the
attack on his, but in the talented Celtics Auerbach and didn't ask Russell in rattling do more. He has beyond that era of mobility and
basketball IQ and make the match to bristle with anger is Russell was a left-handed, which made him on the defensive end almost
without any blind spots. Law of victory in Boston in the thirteenth year of glorious years, Russell kept like a born leader like a perfect,
he let the Americans first insight into the cap and the team of deterrence, and decades in advance laid the "offensive to win the
game, the defending champion, which he managed to save a full 11 Championship rings. 6. Johnson Elvin single on the Almighty, in
history, no one can be the magician of the right, he has 203 cm above sea level, but it is speed, force >
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